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ABSTRACT

To accommodate real-time dynamic large scale service composition requirements, Event-Driven Service Oriented Architecture (EDSOA) is introduced to solve the shortcomings of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Our EDSOA service execution platform is built on Web Service Notification based distributed topic-based publish/subscribe infrastructure services. This paper presents our innovations at system level on the design of publish/subscribe infrastructure service. Several service systems are developed based on this platform. The platform provides great flexibility and many advanced features for service development and deployment. Through project practices, the platform was proved to simplify the development work of service system significantly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of large scale distributed network services and mobile internet computing, the distributed publish/subscribe systems as a well known mode of Event Driven Architecture (EDA) attracted great attentions and in-depth research and application in academia [1-3] and industry [4-6].

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been widely applied in the past decade. SOA is becoming the dominant architecture to build large scale network services [7] and business process [8]. The BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) as Web Service composition standards has been widely deployed in the enterprise information system. It has been the de facto standard for service orchestration.

SOA and EDA as two kinds of important distributed service architecture have been evolved independently in the past years. The most salient difference between EDA and SOA is how to compose service process with business components. SOA is based on passive request/response mode, while EDA exhibits the active event notification. SOA is based on explicit invocation mode, and EDA is based on implicit invocation mode. In implicit invocation mode, web services need to register its concerned event type to multiple event producers. When the event happens, these event producers will inform registered Web service, and trigger the corresponding event handling logic to complete the invocation.

How to take the advantages from these two kinds of architecture has become a hot research topic in recent years. Juric et al [9] proposed to extend BPEL to support the EDA structure. The business component works as event producers and/or event consumers. These components complete service orchestration of business process through interactive cooperation between producers and consumers. BPEL language is the standard to develop composite services. In traditional design, BPEL engine usually employs centralized architecture. Scalability is addressed by replicating the engine. When a business process needs to be scaled to meet heavier processing needs, the BPEL engine’s clustering algorithm automatically distributes processing across multiple engines. Li et al [10-12] introduce the distributed content-based publish/subscribe agency network architecture. A large flow is decomposed as many fine grain activities and the centralized business process are mapped to control flow expressed by publish/subscribe semantics. This approach removes the scalability bottleneck of a centralized orchestration engine and exhibits significant performance improvements.

OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) has issued Web Service Notification (WS-Notification, WSN) specification, which defines a set of standardized communication models of publish/subscribe system...
based on Web Service [13-16]. However, WSN only defines the basic event notification model. Based on WSN standard, researchers have proposed various extensions and practical design solutions. Quiroz et al proposed notice agency services based on Distributed Hash Table (DHT) thus using DHT to realize subscription management and notification delivery [17]. Labey et al expanded WSN standard to support complex events and ECA (Event Condition Action), and manage the life cycle of ECA rules [18]. Gu et al proposed the design and realization of WSN based on cloud queue model [19].

![Figure 1: Service Execution Environment](image)

In the past years, the Service Execution Platform developed by Network Service Infrastructure Research Center of BUPT (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications) has completed the evolution from the traditional SOA architecture to EDSOA (Event Driven SOA) architecture.

WSN and JBI build the bridge to Web Service world dominated by SOA. Publish/Subscribe network is the foundation to support large scale distributed EDA. Figure 1 shows Service execution environment, which includes BPEL Service Engine, Normalized Message Router based on JBI (Java Business Integration) specification, publish/subscribe overlay network based on WS-Notification, and a series of infrastructure services such as session management, load balance, event priority determination engine, semantic component, database interface, and so on.

This paper systemically explores the design issues and solutions in-depth on topic-based publish/subscribe network aiming at real-time dynamic service composition environment. This paper presents overlay construction based on cluster structure, broker software stack architecture, fault tolerance design and priority-aware low latency routing scheme. Our best practices incorporate the traditional wisdom on distributed publish/subscribe design with innovative design. We would like to share our best practices of these system-level technical innovations to the research community in this paper.

2 PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE PARADIGM AND WEB SERVICE NOTIFICATION

In this section, we have a brief introduction on publish/subscribe paradigm and Web Service Notification specifications.

2.1 Publish/Subscribe Paradigm

The publish/subscribe system has been widely applied in distributed computing environment. It makes the application program easy to achieve loose coupling system structure. In a word, the system includes three kinds of decoupling of in space, time and control flows [20].

![Figure 2: Decouple in Space](image)

As shown in the Figure 2, the interacting parties do not need to know each other. The publishers publish events through an event service and the subscribers get these events indirectly through the event service. The publishers do not usually hold references to the subscribers; neither do they know how many of these subscribers are participating in the interaction. Similarly, subscribers do not usually hold references to publishers; neither do they know how many of these publishers are participating in the interaction.

![Figure 3: Decouple in Time](image)
As shown in the Figure 3, the interacting parties do not need to be actively online at the same time. In particular, the publisher might publish some events while the subscriber is disconnected, and conversely, the subscriber might get notified about the occurrence of some event while the original publisher of the event is disconnected.

WSN standard pointed out the message forwarding mode based on the broker in the WS-Brokered Notification specification as shown in Figure 6. In this architecture, broker is in charge of interactions between event producers and event consumers.

Publishers are not blocked and need not waiting while producing events. Subscribers can asynchronously get notifications of the occurrence of an event while performing some concurrent activities as shown in Figure 4. For example, subscribers do not need to "pull" event synchronously. In short, the production and consumption of messages do not happen in the main control flow of the publishers or subscribers.

2.2 Web Service Notification

WSN specification includes three standard documents: WS-Base Notification [14], WS-Brokered Notification [15] and WS-Topics [16]. WS-Base Notification standard defines the Web Services interfaces and Web standard message exchanges format for interactions between producers and consumers. This is the base document on which the other WSN specification documents depend. If only point-to-point publish/subscribe notification is required, reading the document and Web service white paper is enough. WS-Brokered Notification describes the operational requirements expected by service providers and requestors that participate in brokered notifications, and defines the Web Services interfaces for notification brokers and the corresponding message format. WS-Topics defines the data format for storage of corresponding theme document, and a mechanism to organize and categorize themes.

WSN standard pointed out a kind of point to point message exchange mode in the WS-Base Notification standard document as shown in Figure 5.
topic to distinct communication channels. The topic names contained in the metadata for the system are usually specified as an initialization parameter of the system. As almost all systems provide hierarchical organization model, one significant advantage of topic-based publish/subscribe systems is that the applications can organize topics in accordance with corresponding customized strategies. A subscription to a node in the hierarchy system implicitly subscribes all the subtopics of that node. The topics are divided into more than one topics, subscriber appoints interested sub topics, thus avoiding receiving uninterested events. Each topic is identified by unique name, and provides interfaces for publish and subscribe operations.

3.2 Distributed Web Service Notifications

For small scale applications, the centralized broker architecture can be applicable. For large scale applications, system scalability becomes the concerns of many research works. In the distributed broker architecture, the broker is an overlay network composed by a set of broker nodes. Subscription information management and events/notification message routing are completed through the cooperation of broker nodes.

The roles of broker node are classified as access node and routing node as shown in Figure 7. Access node is responsible for client access, which represents the whole overlay network composed of broker nodes for the client and is also known as client home broker node. Routing node is responsible for message routing. A node can act as access node and routing node simultaneously.

3.3 Overlay Network Topology And Cluster Partition

Considering system scalability and management efficiency, broker nodes that participate in publish/subscribe overlay network are organized as two layers structure as shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Overlay Topology of Publish/Subscribe System](image)

First, brokers in publish/subscribe overlay network shall be divided into clusters. The strategy of cluster partition shall consider geographical distribution, for example, the broker nodes located in the same data center or located in the same Local Area Network (LAN) are preferred to be clustered together. It is not reasonable to make two nodes far away into one cluster. If the cluster is located in the LAN supporting IP multicast, it is possible to exploit the ability of IP multicast to achieve bandwidth-saving. If the cluster does not support IP multicast, the message distribution will be conducted by routing algorithm strategy according to the cluster configuration.

Subscription information management, event distribution and topology management can be managed in two levels separately. Management node is responsible for topology maintenance and management of system metadata. To ensure the high availability of management node, the master/slave mode is adopted.

Each broker node must belong to some cluster and is assigned an identification which is unique in the cluster. Each cluster has a unique cluster name to distinguish from other clusters. The cluster name and node ID can identify one broker node uniquely. Each cluster must select one broker as the cluster head to communicate with other cluster and management nodes. The cluster works as gateway between clusters.
Each node needs to register to the management node and obtain the certificate authority before joining the overlay network. After that, management node decides which cluster it belongs to according to the request information (such as IP address) and returns the cluster head information to the request node, and the request node joins the cluster by communication with cluster head. At the same time, management node will allocate a backup node for the request node out of cluster.

Routing in overlay network can be classified into intra-cluster routing and inter-clusters routing. Inter-clusters routing is equal to routing between the cluster heads. For routing within a cluster, each cluster can define the message routing strategy in the cluster. This mechanism provides flexibility to achieve the autonomy within cluster.

This hierarchical network architecture effectively reduces the scale of the routing problem and alleviates the workloads of the system management nodes. The system scalability is improved dramatically.

3.4 Software Architecture

System consists of the client-side software development kit (SDK) and server-side publish/subscribe infrastructure services as shown in Figure 9.

The client SDK provides publish/subscribe interfaces for applications and hides the complexity of the server-side communication protocol. For example, when the original access node fails, the application service request is routed to the new access node through interaction with the management node. This mechanism guarantees uninterrupted service for applications.

The components at server-side include management node and broker nodes. Management node is responsible for client access, cluster partition, node join/leave and topology management. Besides the three basic function of topology management, subscribe management and notification message routing as shown in Figure 10, broker node also need consider many advanced features such as system high availability, service dynamic migration, high utilization of system resources, efficient events delivery mechanism based on data prioritization, and topics aggregation based on semantics.

Subscription management module in broker node maintains three flavors of subscription tables: client subscription table named cTable, broker subscription table named bTable, cluster subscription table named gTable. After received the subscription requests from client, broker node update the subscription requests into its cTable firstly. If this subscription has not been registered from other clients, the broker node recognizes this subscription as new subscriptions and broadcast this subscription request within the cluster by its own ID. The broker nodes in the cluster will update bTable after received this broadcast subscription message. Cluster head shall forward the request to other cluster head nodes by its cluster ID if this subscription request has not been registered from other broker nodes in this cluster. All other cluster head nodes will update its gTable while received this intra-cluster subscription requests.

Message routing module in broker node uses the routing algorithm module to calculate Routing table according to the subscribe table. Notification message forwarding module called Notifier in Figure 9 is responsible for forwarding message according to the routing table. If the client is not online, message shall be stored in event pool. The message will be pushed to the client once the client joined the overlay network.
4 ANALYSIS ON TECHNICAL ISSUES

This section addressed the core design issues in large scale publish/subscribe infrastructure services from following aspects. The main aspects include high availability and fault tolerance design, cloud-based active push services, routing efficiency with data prioritization, scalable event priority determination engine.

4.1 High Availability And Fault Tolerance Design Of Broker Nodes

From the perspective of client applications, the whole publish/subscribe overlay network is a virtual entity i.e. the broker entity in WS-BrokeredNotification specification. For the upper application, subscribe and publish operations are expected to be reliable. The failure of any broke node shall not cause loss of application information (subscription information, event notification message) and interruption of services. The failure of broker node can be divided into several types.

(1) Failure of access node. Within a cluster each access node will be configured with N (N default is 2) backup nodes. The client SDK library can detect failure of access node and guarantee continuous service by negotiations with server side processes. The client SDK will send requests management node to assign one backup node to take over current service. Management node will forward client requests to cluster head node within the cluster and cluster head node selects one access node from backup nodes to manage the current service.

(2) Failure of cluster head. In order to ensure the high availability of cluster head node, when cluster head node fails, the rest of the cluster nodes will choose new representative according to the election algorithm.

(3) Failure of whole cluster. The failure of network or infrastructure issues might result in the whole cluster unavailable. For example, power supply issue, fire disaster, etc. might result in the outage of whole datacenter. The clients of the outage cluster will be taken over by the backup nodes through negotiations with management node according to system configuration.

(4) Failure of backup nodes. Backup nodes are classified into internal cluster backup node and external cluster backup node. When an internal cluster backup node fails, the cluster head is responsible for assigning a new backup node in its cluster to take over the responsibility from the failure backup node. The new backup data can obtain previous data from original node and other backup nodes. When the external cluster backup node fails, the cluster head of the failed node need coordinate with management node find the successor of the failed node. In case of the outage of whole cluster, the management node need reassign the responsibilities of all failed backup nodes to new successors.

The applications are unaware of the message negotiation and routing process, which are completed by the client SDK. This mechanism can greatly simplify the development of applications and guarantee high availability of publish/subscribe infrastructure service to applications.

4.2 High Availability Design On Management Node

From section 4.1 we can see that the management node play a critical role in system. The high availability of management node is guaranteed by master/slave backup architecture. When master node is crashed, slave node will take over its responsibilities.

First of all, set a number of redundant backup management node and its priority, and add heartbeat detection function between those management nodes. Once the master management node detection fails, slave management node detects the timeout of master management node heartbeat response message, and becomes master management node after reporting to management system. Then a new redundancy backup is selected from other slave management nodes and synchronizes information backup, waiting for the manual recovery of the original master management node before joining the slave management node queue.

Management node needs to save cluster information (all cluster information) which can be obtained from the root node. When the root node joins, management node will write root node information into files, and if the master management node collapses, then the slave management node is started to read the master node information from the file, recovering the cluster information of slave management node.

Management node updates information including basic configuration update and system topology information recovery, and the update strategies include regular topology information update and synchronous redundancy management node backup.

4.3 Integration Of Server Push And Client Pull

If there is no event notification service, the application needs to provide its own notification mechanism. A widely used method is that the client
program timely inquires the server and notifies the application when finding changes. This method is simple, but it is clearly not an efficient approach in term of resource utilization since there may be no event happens in most of the time. Furthermore, this approach cannot guarantee notifications to be delivered timely since its timeliness depends on query (polling) interval time. If a large number of clients are using this mechanism, the server will be under great pressure.

The push mechanism can significantly improve the real-time notification, and significantly reduce the server’s pressure, thus reducing the waste of resources.

The client may be offline for a long time and can obtain notification message from PullPoint of access nodes when connecting the network again. Because single node’s cache resource is limited, so cache resources can be distributed according to time and the importance of cache message. Overdue message will be deleted from the cache. The massage life cycle in the cache is different according to the importance of message, which is customized by application program. The publish/subscribe network service can provide billing data of cache resource usage to support cloud service model to pay for the resources usage. For example, the resource usage can be measured with storage space multiplied time.

4.4 Multiple Prioritized Queues And Scalable Priority Determination Engine

As many types of applications can share one basic service network, various kinds of data often are transferred in one publish/subscribe overlay network. These applications and data have different requirements about timeliness on data delivery. In general, the data can be classified into delay sensitive data and delay insensitive data. Application can be also categorized as (soft) real-time application and non real-time application. Data is useful if and only if it is delivered before deadline [22-24]. This performance aspect can be measured by Events Delivery On-time Rate (EDOR).

Through data prioritization, the employment of multiple prioritized queue technology in broker nodes can significantly improve the measurement of EDOR.

When many applications are executed in one service execution environment, a global priority determination strategy on events is necessary. Otherwise, if an application can set priority identification independently, each application may abuse its priority rights. For example, the non-real-time application may mark its low priority events with high priority label in order to obtain better resources. Obviously, the abuse of priority may result in the failure of date prioritization mechanism.

In practice, there are many challenges for the design of a global Priority Determination Engine (PDE). The PDE is required to provide fast speed, high scalability in terms of the scale of rule database and events throughput metrics. In the distributed environment, how to design a high (events) throughput, low delay priority decision engine, becomes a very challenging problem [25].

Once broker node receives one event message, the broker need label the event with priority flag by interaction with PDE service. The time costs of event priority determination can be divided into two parts. First part is the network communication delay between broker node and PDE service. Second part is the execution time of rule matching algorithm for each event message.

The Bloom filter (BF) data structure is employed to store the summary of priority rule instances and enable fast online query speed with time complexity. The query on BF-based in memory rule database only require k hash calculations on the event instance signature. The online query performance is independent of the number of priority rules. On the other hand, this approach is cache friendly. The query results on signatures can be cached in event priority signature table of broker node. The succeeding event priority query might get result from the event priority signature table in cache memory of broker node as shown in Figure 11. Therefore, most network communication costs are reduced as memory access time is about 100 ns while even in a Data Center the RTT (Round-Trip Time) of the network is about 500,000 ns. The query performance and system throughput are improved significantly [25].

These benefits are at the cost of false positive determination and offline computation efforts. False positive issue is introduced by the employment of Bloom filter. It means that some low priority events may be flagged as high priority label. However, the
probability of false positive can be controlled in the acceptable ratio by adjusting the Bloom filter parameters. Moreover, the impacts of false positive issue in practice are trivial and always can be neglected. Second, rule instantiation process might consume large amounts of computing resources and time. Fortunately, this process is offline.

In essence, the false positive rate and complex offline processing are charged for the high performance and scalability of event priority determination engine.

The multiple priority queue scheduling algorithm adopts FCFS (First Come First Serve) in each queue. The scheduling algorithm across multiple queues is designed to ensure that to deal high priority queue as far as possible. Our solution is to assign the time slice (processing weight) according priority. This approach can avoid starvation happened to low priority queue.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

Our performance evaluations have been tested on IBM System x3850 X5 Server with following configuration. We setup 12 virtual machines clustered in six groups at three physical servers. Each virtual machine is configured with 1G memory, 3GHZ CPU, 20G Hard disk and Gigabit network card. The OS image is Windows XP professional.

The loadRunner tool is used to generate the load and evaluate the system performance in term of the hit per second and throughput as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

In this experiment, we configure 50 Vusers to generate 5,000 notifications to one access broker node. The experiment last for 26 minutes and 28 seconds as shown in Figure 12. The total throughput is 335,000 bytes. The average throughput is 211 byte per second.

First, we verify that system functionality from logs in other broker nodes. All messages are delivered to right broker nodes as expected. No errors and no message loss happened.

Figure 13 shows that the number notifications sent to the broker node every second during the experiments. Figure 14 shows that the bytes sent to the broker node every second during the experiments.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Our service execution platform is designed for the evolution from SOA architecture to EDSOA architecture. This paper introduces the design of the publish/subscribe network service infrastructure based on WS-Notification specifications for EDSOA business process service platform, including the system model, the network topology and routing strategy, software architecture. This paper expounds and analyzes the key technical issues in the design, and presents the corresponding solutions.

At present, the framework and the core functions of the prototype system have already been developed. Some advance features are still under development.

The service systems such as emergency management, coal information management and city heating management could be developed based on this platform. Through project practices, the
platform was proved to simplify the development work of service system.
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